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the Star and Collar—to the Eoyal Geographical Society of London for its

hearty public reception of me on my return, and for the highly valued diploma

of an Honorary Corresponding Member subsequently received—to the Geo»

graphical Societies and Chambers of Commerce of Paris, Italy, and Marseilles,

for the great honour of the IMedals awarded to me*—to the Geographical

Societies of Antwerp, Berlin, Bordeaux, Bremen, Hamburg, Lyons, Marseilles,
Montpellier, and Vienna, and to the Society of Arts of London, for the privi

lege of Honorary Membership to which I have been admitted—to the very

numerous distinguished gentlemen who have lent the influence of their

authority in the worlds of Science, Letters, and Society to the public favour

so liberally extended to me—to all these do I wish to convey my keen

appreciation of the honours and favours of which I have been the recipient.

And for yet another honour I have to express my thanks—one which I may

be pardoned for regarding as more precious, perhaps, than even all the rest. The

Government of the United States has crowned my success with its official

approval, and the unanimous vote of thanks passed in both Houses of the

Legislature has made me proud for life of the Expedition and its achieve
ments.

Alas ! that to share this pride and these honours there are left to me none

of those gallant young Englishmen who started from this country to cross the

Dark Continent, and who endeared themselves to me by their fidelity and

affection : alas ! that to enjoy the exceeding pleasure of rest among friends,

after months of fighting for dear life among cannibals and cataracts, there are

left so few of those brave Africans to whom, as the willing hands and the

loyal hearts of the Exjxidition, so much of its success was due.

lhat the rule of my conduct in Africa has not been understood by all, I

know to my bitter cost; but with my conscience at ease, and the simple

record of my daily actions, which I now publish, to speak for me, this mis

understanding on the part of a few presents itself to me only as one more

harsh experience of life. And those who read my book will know that I have

indeed had “a sharp apprehension and keen intelligence” of many such

experiences.
With reference to the illustrations, 1 should mention that I carried a

photographic apparatus with me across the continent, and so long as my dry

plates held out I never lost an opportunity of obtaining a good view, and

when my plates were used up I found the reflection of the scenes on the

ground glass of my camera an invaluable aid to my unpractised pencil.

* I have received the honour of appointment as Officier de l’Instruction Publique,

France ; Gold Medallist of the Geographical Societies of London, Paris, Italy, and

Marseilles ; Silver Medallist of the Chamber of Commerce of Marseilles, and of the

Jliinicipality of Marseilles ; Honorary Member of the Geographical Societies of

Antwerp, Berlin, Bordeaux, Bremen, Hamburg, Lyons, Marseilles, Montpellier,
Vienna, &amp;c.


